
WRITING A NURSING CLINICAL PROCESS PROTOCOL

protocols as part of the implementation of NSFs, for example: Institute for Clinical Excellence to support the
development of protocol-based care within on research evidence â€“ on the processes . increase in nurse-requested
chest x- ray.

This, in combination with a shifting policy and service context aimed at flexible service delivery, resulted in
health professionals' roles and ways of working evolving, and traditional role boundaries blurring. Through
protocols, investigators find new and better ways to help prevent, detect, diagnose, control, and treat a wide
variety of diseases. An evidence review using the principles of realist synthesis resulted in a number of
propositions, i. The new record documents should be adapted to the existing ones in order to avoid too many
changes for the staff, and always avoiding the duplication of any medical or nursing recording. Will the
protocol involve healthy clinical research volunteers? Study Design and Methods: The study design and
methods should accurately describe the involvement expected of human subjects, including initial evaluation
and screening tests, phases, procedures, and sequence of the protocol. The PI must be mindful of the need to
include minorities and both genders appropriately in study populations so that research findings can be applied
to all persons at risk for the disease, disorder, or condition being studied. It should be easy to remember,
recognizable by administrative support staff, and sufficiently different from other protocol titles to avoid
confusion. The number should be as precise as possible and supported by appropriate statistics see
"Determination of Sample Size". In some Institutes, that responsibility is carried by the Branch Chief or
Department Head, whose signature is sufficient. Human-Subjects Protections: A protocol without the
human-subjects protections section will not be accepted for review by the IRB. And he should be able to use a
project management software i. The United Kingdom's National Health Service NHS has been on its
modernisation journey for over 10 years [ 1 ], during which time there has been considerable investment in an
infrastructure to support a vision of high quality service provision [ 2 ]. We were interested in understanding
the relationships between the type and nature of particular approaches to protocol-based care mechanisms of
standardisation , within the different clinical settings in which they were being used context , and what
impacts this resulted in outcomes ; i. Mechanisms are contingent upon contexts. If women or minorities are to
be excluded from the research, the application or proposal must provide a clear and compelling rationale and
justification to the IRB for such exclusions. The PI must assure that the protocol is followed and the data
collected promptly and accurately. It is wise to reach some sort of understanding with potential authors about
who will write the first draft and the order of names on the finished manuscript; sadly, unsettled points like
these can later create hostilities. Other evidence-based strategies include placing delays on SpO2 monitors,
establishing interprofessional teams to develop policies and procedures, and using monitors only for clinically
appropriate patient needs. Therefore we must search the best practice as a reference to design a care pathway.
Multisite Collaboration indicates whether or not the protocol entails participation from another domestic site, a
foreign site, or both. This section should also contain an explanation for involving special classes of research
participants, such as fetuses, pregnant women, children, cognitively impaired individuals, prisoners or other
institutionalized individuals, or others who are likely to be vulnerable. If the protocol involves drawing blood
frequently, lengthy infusions, or close monitoring of the patient, the PI should explore the option of using one
of the CC's several day hospitals rather than an inpatient admission. Assessment and evaluation of the
outcomes from the information recorded in the care pathway documentation 6. Steinberg suggests that the
statistical considerations in a protocol be drafted by the consultant statistician, who should be familiar with the
entire research plan. Screening protocols are designed to determine if individuals may be suitable candidates
for NIH protocols.


